own elegant derivation of these solutions based on the idea to consider the space-time plane (x-t) as ,a complex plane of the variable z=t+ix [3] .
Two years later this somtion appeared to be one of starting points for a large number of HComilIe papers; we refer here only some fust publications [4, 5] and the review [6] , where one can fmd other references-HComille constructed the fmt (after the original paper of J.E.Broadwell [7] ) non-trivial solutions for the Broadwell model and also exact solutions to some more general discrete models. It should be mentioned for completeness the intextsting paper of F.Golse [8] , where an other class of solutions was considered for the Broadwell modeL The Cornille 4 approach was gene&d and formalizdby HCabannes and T.H.Tiem It is remarkable that almost all known exact solutions have just the same form as the first solutions (2, 3] for the Carleman modeL More than that this very special form is the main unsu~ in the Comille method of construction of exact solutions. Such an approach seems to be very artificial, therefore it is desirable to clarify the specific role of these solutions and to find a more natural method of its derivation. The first part of the paper (Sec. l-4) is directed just to this end. We discuss three different approaches to the constuction of exact solutions and 3 also some specific properties of these solutions. where the sign I'-" is omitted.
Chamcteristic solutions of this system can be written as 
from which it is easy to fmd the foal result lp = 2cos nloc, iin(x) = 2(Ifk) sifz nkc, n = 1,2,...
We note that this result is valid for both roots I,J(k) since the equation (7) only was used. in its derivation. s(t) sin kx uoc* t) = 2(1/k) .
(13 I -2s(t) COLT kx + [s( t)lZ '
describe the expticit solution for both eigenvalue-s L+(k) and +@I. . This first derivation of the exact solution [2, 3] to the Carleman model was published only in 1988 in Russian [13] . J-Wick knew only the foal result (15) and suggested in 1984 his original way to obtain this result [3] . 
Then we look for a partial solution as an analytic function F(z). We obtain from (2) the equation Using this approach we loose the difference between the two solutions for L+(k) (15) . but it is not difficult to improve this approach and to construct in such a way both solutions (15).
Some properties of the solutionS
We consider in this Section the formulas (15) Let us consider now our solutions (14), ( 15) This system is written for (J+l)N unknown densities f/v.) (OSjSJ, 1SnS.N) and formally J(d+l) undefined parameters 1.
J and kj.We can calculate now the number of independent equations in (34) and consider in detail the case, when this number is less than thetotal number of unknown densities and parameters. It is clear that we briefly described here only a rough scheme for the construction' of solutions having a form (32).
The fact is that such solutions do exist and even satisfy the positivity conditions for the Broadwell model as well as for -8 some more complex models. The algebraic construction of these solutions was the main result of the Cornille approach and we have now a class of solutions (32) to different discrete models [6] .
The next problems are: (1) constructing the exact solutions in more general form and (2) using these solutions for ;a deeper We can always assume that more than that we assume for a moment that 
of the boundary value problem (60) for the limit case &O (iiitely small hole).
We have here two solutions for the boundary value problem. The numerical calculations showed that only one of these solution with A = A (fz), is the true limit in time of time-dependent solutions; the second solution, with k = A+(E), seems to be unstable [8] .
In the next Section we consider the solutions in detail. 
by the standard substitution L f(z) = -2 ln w(z) .
The general solution of the equation (77) can be expressed in terms of the classical special functions [17] ; we obtain in such a way a wide class of exact solutions. For brevity we restrict ourselves here to only one example.
Let partial densities P,~ be in (38), (73) We do not consider here some interesting properties of' these solutions, it will be done in a separate paper.
In the next Section 9 we d&cuss the case of small Knudsen numbers (hydrodynamics). 
